
Southern Hemisphere GHOST Test Program 
Status Report

12 October - 1 November 1966

Flights

Flight 55201 was launched at 2040 GMT on 13 October. It is flying 
well but is transmitting at a substandard power level.

Flight 56038 VL was launched at 1745 GMT on 26 October. This was the 
first flight at 30 millibars. It was equipped with two independent trans
mitters to ensure that a balloon failure could be discriminated from elec
tronics failure. A white strip was painted on the black electronics cover 
to reduce daytime temperatures. The electronics operated at 17° C. with 
only minor fluctuations throughout the day0 The balloon failed on the 
first night. (Cf. below for details.)

Flight 57200 000 was launched at 1655 GMT on 31 October.

200 Millibar Status

All 200 millibar balloons reported in the previous status report are 
still flying. Flight 28203 XXX completed its 16t.h orbit on 31 October.

On 1 November 1966, the following balloons were flying at 200 
millibars:

28203 XXX - 188
34206 JJJ - 160
40204 BBB - 148
49208 RRR - 60
50201 DDD - 55
51205 PPP - 38
52207 WWW - 23
55201 MMM - 19
57200 000 - 1

500 Millibar Status

Flight 53507 ZZZ was last heard on 24 October on its 14th day. Flight 
54503 LLL was last heard on 21 October on its 11th day. These balloons were 
reinforced and surface treated (effective against water but not ice). They 
were launched at the same time. Both balloons reached South America. Neither 
apparently crossed the Andes.

30 Millibar Status

Because of the large size of the 30 millibar balloons (7 meter diameter) 
it is difficult to test in the field* We planned to rely on careful factory 
inspection and papking to ensure against gross holes. (A pin-hole which will 
cause a 200 millibar balloon to fail in 10 days will reduce the life expec
tancy of a 30 millibar balloon to four years.) It appears that the balloon 
was damaged seriously at the factory or during ascent. A leak test program 
will be initiated at Christchurch subject to the availability of a large
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hangar. One more flight is planned using a balloon from a different 
manufacturer before beginning the ground test program. This flight is 
planned for the first week in November.

Antarctic Flight Program

Six flights will be made from McMurdo Scund between 15 November and 
1 December 1966 at 200 millibars. These balloons will provide a test of 
the capabilities of the present GHOST package to provide continuous wind 
data in support of Antarctic research programs. The balloons will be 
tracked from McMurdo Sound. It is expected that all tracking stations 
will hear the balloons at times and that some of the stations will be 
able to hear the balloons for extended periods.

The GHOST package has been modified iso that the transmitter operates 
at useable power levels at low sun angles. A test flight was made from 
Boulder on 27 October. The transmitter operated at sun angles down to 
minus two degrees.

The transmitters will be "double-coders.11 There will be{ only one 
telemetry channel (sun angle), but the code will consist of two Morse code
letters instead of one. The first flight will be coded EDEDEDED..........
For timing data, tracking stations should time ten complete J£D trans
missions as if it were a single code.

The flight codes will be as follows:

Antarctic Flight No. Code Frequency
1 ED 15.026 MHz
2 ER 15.023

3 TA 15.022

4 RT 15.028

5 HT 15.024
6 TN 15.027

Spare RI 15.025

Data should be taken as on previous single code flights. After an 
as yet unknown period the balloons should move out of the Antarctic and 
join the other eight 200 millibar balloons presently moving in mid
latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere.

Flight Plans

November - One 30 millibar flight from Christchurch. Six Antarctic 
flights at 200 millibars.

December - January - Ten flights at 30 millibars.

December - March - Fourteen flights at 200 millibars including ten 
with ultra-violet coating.

January - March - Flight of new balloon systems at 500 millibars, 400 
millibars and 300 millibars to provide a better definition 
of the icing problem.

Flight of long-train systems at 300 millibars to permit extra
polation of data to 500 millibars.


